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CONTINUUM OF PROGRESS

PapayaSlim

Reduces  
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sculpt the  
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Lipolysis stimulation
+290% cAMP synthesis at 0,0025 %

PAPAYASLIM
Reshaping, Firming  
Visible effects

CUSTOM MADE ACTIVE 100% ORGANIC*
preservative free

UP TO -0,3 CM REDUCTION
of thigh circumference after 28 days of application

CONSUMER EVALUATION 
Skin is visibly smoother and softer
Feeling of firming action
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0.018% 0.001% 0.0025%

Control

Theophylline

PapayaSlim

* Significant; (Holm-Sidak ; p < 0,05)

+29%

Concentrations

* certified by ECOCERT Greenlife according to the ECOCERT Standards for Natural and Organic 
Cosmetics available on http://cosmetics.ecocert.com

+11 % ZAG synthesis
+31,3 % lypolysis activity
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fatty acids
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  Specifications

INCI (US): Water (and) Glycerin (and) Carica
Papaya (Papaya) Fruit

Aspect Limpid liquid

Colour  Yellow to orange

Odour Characteristic

pH 4,0 - 6,0

Density 1,00 - 1,20

Total carbohydrates 30,0 - 50,0 g/L

Total polyphenols ≥ 0,05 g/L

PAPAYASLIM
Reshaping, Firming  
Visible effects Action mechanism

PapayaSlim

Nonestherified
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and
glycerol
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PKA

HSL

Receptor

Phosphorylation of perilipin

Perilipin

Translocation

Lipolysis phenomenon

Zinc-a2-Glycoprotein

Cyclic Adenosine MonoPhosphate

Protein Kinase A

Hormono-Sensitive Lipase
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SEQENS,  an integrated global leader in pharmaceutical synthesis 
and specialty ingredients

ABOUT SEQENS

3200
people

300
scientists, experts
and engineers

24
manufacturing sites

3
R&D centers

1000
clients in more

than 80 countries

SEQENS is an integrated global leader in pharmaceutical synthesis and specialty 
ingredients, delivering outstanding performance, unrivalled market responsiveness 
and bespoke solutions to our customers.

A unique expertise to develop and produce highly complex molecules
SEQENS’ mission is to bring R&D and industrial performance to our clients’ projects 
with a unique skill set and a broad continuum of technologies.

Taking science to the next level 
SEQENS operates 24 industrial plants and 3 R&D centers in Europe, North America and 
Asia. More than 300 scientists, engineers and experts develop tailor-made solutions 
for its customers and ensure that products are successfully transferred into production. 

An integrated partner in pharmaceutical synthesis and specialty ingredients
In the pharmaceutical industry, SEQENS supports its customers for the development, 
scale-up and manufacturing of drug substances from preclinical through to commercial 
phase and offers a large portfolio of APIs and proprietary products. SEQENS also 
develops custom solutions and ingredients for the most demanding industries such as 
healthcare, electronics, cosmetics, food and homecare.

Entrepreneurship, Reliability and Responsibility
Driven by a culture of excellence and a strong entrepreneurial spirit, SEQENS’ 
3,200 employees are committed to providing its customers with the highest level of 
service and product quality while acting ethically in the frame of its Corporate Social 
Responsibility program.
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